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Realm Creation.

Mistical Dome.

Why your Power is in the Darkness?

... the most dominant vibration of any 

word is that of its spell-caster at any given 

point in time.

Self-Expression is living your own poetry.

Issue no. 1 | 2022



The digital artworks and literary expressions within this magazine will undergo a 
custom framing process to be displayed at my upcoming exhibition:

”Beneath the Mirror Surface”.

Note to reader.

Throughout the magazine, I use certain words with capital letters, even mid-sentence. They are the absolute energetic versions 

of themselves. Devoid of conditioning.

*Interactive magazine. 

To always come back to “Your Magazine Journey”, hover at 

the bottom of a page and click. 
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“Three • sum” 

The first step into the Dark, which unravels a new dimension of Being from which Creation births. Only as one has 

already surpassed a life of struggles and has reached (or almost reached) Self-Expression.

Once you have awakened the Senses to perceive the Dark, it is time to learn how to translate them into the Light. 

Energetic attuning to your most potent form of Expression.

Residual words, embedded with conditioning, which have been upscaled to icon concepts in current society …and 

their Absolute, High Expression counterparts.



The fastest way to be who / what 
you want to be is to let yourself NOT be that.

Whenever you ambitiously want to be something that you perceive you are not 

right now, it creates attachment to that ‘future version’ which becomes right, 

thus everything that is not that, including your perceived present version, is 

wrong. That creates resistance and puts you the farthest away from that which 

you want to be.



That someone that you want to become (NO MATTER how that looks like: 

ambitious, punctual, rich, successful, beautiful, a good parent, a loving partner 

etc) is a mental construct. It is an ILLUSION, and so is the belief that you might 

one day achieve that.

That is solely related to the perception of self, whether it is yours or others’, it 

is NOT The Self.

It is NOT who You are. 

When you want to be someone / something, you are not honoring that which 

you are right Now; it is a closing off to the Essence of You.

It is a dismissal of Presence.

And you are only doing that because you have not yet tasted that savorous… 

that juicy core of yours, which only wants to ooze in Expression.

So, who you actually desire to BE
is your own Self.

Masterclasses.

Array of Masterclasses offer an expansion beyond the mundane which helps you in the awareness and 
shifting of your energy, till reaching Self-Expression.
“Knowing Who. You. Are” is one of those Masterclasses.

CLICK HERE   to browse through the Masterclasses and purchase.
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When you’re not attached to an identity, 
your essence is all that’s left. 

It’s a cologne, coded with your unique scent.

I’m gonna start off with a tip on decision making.

If you find yourself argumenting in your head why you SHOULD NOT be doing that certain 

thing, DO IT. It is that something that will expand your consciousness.

If you find yourself argumenting in your head why you SHOULD be doing that certain thing, 

DON’T. You are just trying to convince yourself based on the attachment to a desired outcome 

from that specific action. It’s a NO.

The expanded version of that is…

How to tell the difference between something you just don’t want to do and something you’re 

afraid of doing, yet should totally do (and subconsciously want to)?

You hear so much of “getting out of your comfort zone”, which is awesome to expand out of the 

current patterns. Yet there are things you don’t do just because you don’t really want to ....just 

because you’re not doing something doesn’t mean you should try it. 

So, how do you tell the difference?

When the “getting out of your comfort zone” is something that will expand your consciousness, 

if you pay very close attention, the very first thing you feel is excitement*, and literally like 

an expanded feeling within. A few seconds later, fear creeps in and the mind keeps giving you 

reasons for why that is a bad idea... and you start contracting. 

When the “getting out of your comfort zone” is just a new activity that you don’t really want to 

do, the very first impulse is ‘no’, yet then you find yourself finding arguments as to why you 

should do that. Arguments like “well it’s good to get out of your comfort zone” :))))) There is 

attachment to what you think the outcome of taking that action will have.

Authenticity is devoid of attachment and impervious to outcome.

*having said that, excitement is NOT the discerning guide for an Authentic Yes.

The Cliché of “Getting Out of Your Comfort Zone”.

~ Gregory Noack



Light vs Dark.

First, let’s talk about Lightworker vs Darkworker.

They are not different species with different purposes.

What it is called a Lightworker is just a person that is drawn by the Light, that lives in the 

‘seen’, that is more or less successful at managing to keep their Darkness hidden.

Darkworkers, on the other hand, are more likely to be the “black sheep” of society (no wonder 

the name “BLACK sheep”), as they are naturally inclined to tap and embrace their Dark side 

from a young age.

Still the answer for both is the integration of the two polarities.

You cannot fully experience the Light without the Dark, and there is no Dark without Light.

LIGHT.

Daytime energy.

Sun …bright light enveloping all there is.

Being in the Light is about being integrated into this human world.

It’s about action, doing, getting involved ….things move so fast when BEING in this energy.

It’s the energy of business and socializing in a direct and more precise way.

There is a blunt honesty in this energy, and that adds to the speed of everything.

No beating around the bush, no indecision, no second guessing.

It’s fucking straightforward.

Light is also very visual and visible.

This sense of clear visibility is yet another factor into the ease-ness of moving rapidly.

This is also the energy where choices for future birth, as you can see far into the horizon (…

just don’t attach to them).

There is an exuberance to everything and an eagerness for experiences.

The energy of desire ….from having so many options visibly available to you.

The energy of the concrete and material. 

The tangible …yet a tangible that is expected from being seen beforehand.

Light
The Expression being drawn out...



Dark
...from deep within Self.

Then we walk into the DARK.

Nighttime energy.

Moon …subtle oozing of a glimmer trespassing into deep obscure.

Dark energy is DEEP. 

It’s completely drained in depth beyond the human. 

Beyond the material and the concrete. 

Beyond what it is seen.

You don’t need sight to experience this energy, and that is why all other senses seem to be accentuated. Yet, it is still not 

our commonly known senses that are able to perceive this realm.

A real realm of Mysticism and Magick that awakens in us the senses beyond logic.

The Dark engulfs you in order to live it. That is the only way.

Let yourself get eaten completely by the experience.

That’s how you are BEING into the Dark.

Dark energy is still honest, yet in a very mysterious way.

It like always leaves space for interpretation, for a good metaphor… Interpretations of Gods are fascinating.

It’s a realm of uncertainty …not the anxious kind, the one steeped in sensual tension. 

The thrilling experience of not knowing what is to come is intoxicating …yet toxic just for those who cannot withstand it.

When in Dark energy, time seems to be standing still …as time actually just melts away with anything else human.

There is grace in waiting …and patiently observing …kind of like a predator watching over its prey.

You just move differently …you feel alien in your interaction with the world, because you’re not really interacting with it. 

It’s like you’re something entirely different, separate from what you are observing into the Light.

Dark contains the hidden and unforeseen desires. The taboos of the Light.

Dark is sexy AF.

…so alluring, yet completely destructive. 

It just depends on how you handle (or not) destruction and death.

Now having said all that…

Even in the darkest Dark, there is a shimmer of Light, in order to be able to express all of that Genius 

into the material world.

And the Light without the specks of Dark, would be overwhelmed of boring expectative experiences. 

Funny enough, the spark is in the Dark.

People that live just in the Dark, have a visible disconnect from the human, material world. They may 

be perceived as brilliant, yet they have an inability to translate it into matter, to make it tangible. It can 

make them go mad.

People who tend to just be in the Light, into the safeness of what is visible, get caught up in the illusion 

of it all. They create attachments. They don’t LIVE the Light anymore, they just struggle to survive in 

the game that is not actually real in its stakes.

Incapability to assimilate both, Dark & Light, leads to living in the limbo of fear.



Not because that’s where it inherently lies. 

Actually, you will never find Power in just one place. That’s why 

you can’t find it, ‘cause you keep looking for it in the Light. 

That’s all you know.

That’s all you (literally) see.

That’s all you can acknowledge. 

Anything that you do is an expression of your energy, yet not 

everything is Self-Expression.

Yet life is Dual. 

Always.

So the Power will always be in two opposite places 

at the same time.

Yes.

The Power is in the Paradox.

So why does your Power lie deep within the 

Darkness?

Because you’ve only been seeing the Light version 

of it. Power comes in Wholeness and Wholeness 

can only be achieved by the union of the two: 

Light & Dark.

And that is where Self-Expression starts. Expressing yourself is what you do all the time, 

in each moment, whether you are present or not, 

whether you are taking action or not, whether 

...whatever. Everyone does it, whether it is 

conditioned or not.

Self-Expression is the absolute form of expressing 

yourself.

Meaning that it can only happen when 

accommodating our duality ...the paradoxes within. 

That means no resistance.

Self-Expression is the purest form of expressing 

our Essence.

Self-Expression is expressing from Knowingness.

Self-Expression is Art.

Why your Power is in the Darkness.

Expressing yourself is not Self-Expression.



Realm Creation.

The first step into the Dark, which unravels a new dimension of Being from which Creation births. Only as one 
has already surpassed a life of struggles and has reached (or almost reached) Self-Expression. This Live 
Masterclass is an ultimate nudge for stepping into your Authority, awakening your Dark Senses and practicing 

the Ownership of You.
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What it FEELs like to be in Power is standing in freezing cold. 

Naked. 

Yet being unwavering in the warmth you radiate. Being in the midst of chaos, yet being unshakable in the 

precision of You.

When being in the Dark for long enough you will start to literally SEE it.

You’ve got to fully submit to reach into the darkest* depths of your Essence, to then Own the Power of everythingness. 

The you that is submitting is your human. 

To what? 

To the You that is your Essence. 

If you don’t tremble of potency at entering, you are not there.

Submit all the way before you can take charge**.

One of the biggest mistakes is that the impatience of humanness makes you charge beforehand in anticipation, 

which makes it come from a fake sense of power. Ego.

*darkest as in untapped, hidden.

**to take charge as in Masterful (intentional) Creation.

Come step into your Dark with me.

Practical exercise to start being comfortable in the uncomfortable.

Be fucking euphoric in the Unknown.

Be in dark. (Literally.)

As dark as possible, with your eyes open and see what comes up for you.

Stand ….walk around …discover it with intrigue.



Cold moist mist surrounding you,

shivers of icy flowers crawling over your skin,

covering you into this decorative mosaic 

…which you can’t actually see in the obscure,

yet you know it’s there.

You feel the panic of not understanding what is happening,

not having any sense of the experience,

no comparison.

It just feels like you are being eaten alive,

…slowly

…feeling everything,

while seemingly having no senses.

You submit.

_________

Peculiar …you are enjoying the deliciously soft

pain of freezing in pitch dark.

But wait…

Warmth starts flooding to the surface.

Overwhelmingly intense fire ignites from within.

Where from?

How?

What is happening yet again?

It does not matter.

The cold blooded serpent

births into this flaming dragon

that exudes potency from within You.

It burns to ashes all that it touches

…all that can be burnt

…but You.

__________

You are enveloped in this

purplely dark aura of flame

breathing through the icy blue decorative layer.

It did not melt.

The cover is not there to protect you

(you don’t need protection),

it’s just part of the paradox

…the paradox of You.

Dark.

Complete darkness where there is nothingness,

yet where anything can be.

Where you see nothing,

yet everything seems so precisely contoured

down to the smallest detail.

You’re not cold, nor hot

…yet you are both.

It all seems chaotically misunderstanding,

yet all this non-sense makes perfect sense to You.

You are IN Knowingness.

You are deep within your Magick.

This is where Creation starts.

Art away…

Self-Expression.

Mistical Dome.

This is a glimpse into my Realm: 
Mistical Dome.
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This… if you can hold it and not collapse it whenever you meet someone who 

overwhelms your own realm. That makes you constantly slip into worlds that are 

not yours. It makes you confused and frustrated. It makes you not being able to create 

your own, because you don’t know what that is, from always being distracted by 

others’. You confuse REALITY.

You don’t figure out reality.

You. Create. Reality.

The Creation of a Realm, Your Realm, is not just something that spontaneously 

comes to you, and you manifest that idea into matter by creating it. Actually, a lot 

who consider themselves artist only spit out whatever comes to them. It’s somewhat 

instinctual. 

They lack the capacity to hold the tension of Creation to experience exaltion of itself 

and masterfully Express ALL of that into Artform.

That takes Authority.

Authority (capital A), is that one pesky element that closes the apparently small, yet 

widely distinguishable gap between almost being in Self-Expression and BEing in it.

THAT is what initiates the Creation of your Realm.

THAT is what translates into Ownership of You, of choice, in each Now.

THAT is what shifts ‘building’ something, which needs constant supervision and 

structural maintenance, into Creation. 

Authority – the Last Nudge.

What is yours?
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ONEDERLAND.
The eclectic dreamscape of curiosity and choice.

~ Galen Lundin
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Realm Creation is not for artists, in the societal definition of the term, but for 

Creators.

Who are those Creators?

Each and every one of …You.

Yet, only a select few will actually reach into their Creator potential this lifetime.

Your Realm is not what you create; it is what You ARE, which when in integrity 

with your Essence, will Express itself into Creation. Authority is what gives you the 

capacity to stay unshakably connected to the Knowing that is guiding your choice 

into integrity, so that this Creation continuously unfolds, without interference… just 

constant sparks of Fascination.

The intention that people associate with creation, or even call it will or determination 

(that personal factor), energetically is within that choice of Self deep dive, over outside 

superficial distractions, which you are presented to make in each moment.

Realm Creation can appear in the most flamboyant of acts or the very mundane 

day to day activities, YET it is not the perception that defines it, but the nature of 

trembling honesty within the experience itself.

Realm Creation.

Life, as you know it, is the surface most layer of this human experience. That’s where 

turmoil and agitation, excitement, sadness, anger and all the things grab onto your 

attention like leeches. 

Imagine yourself being caught by a storm in the middle of the fucking ocean. 

Life as you knew it will be all wrecked just because “it” decided to rain. Life is 

fucking with you and there’s nothing you can do about it. 

It’s only a matter of time before that giant wave hits you, and when it does ….

You’re powerless.

That is because people think that desperately trying to stay afloat by all means is the 

answer.

I’m gonna say that again:

Deep Within Self.

That is because people think that desperately trying 
to stay afloat by all means is the answer.



Quite the opposite.

Have you ever taken a wave from underneath?

Have you ever experienced the crashing of a wave, which would 

have been painful and destabilizing to say the least on the surface, 

beneath itself, where it felt like an exhilarating tingling?

(You should definitely try it!)

Because the deeper you go*, the less are you gonna be affected by 

anything happening on the surface. It all becomes just observation 

and sensation.

The deeper you can reach within your Self, the closer to Source** 

you are; the more unshakable in who You are.

Knowing who You are is not a definition. It can’t even be 

encompassed into words. It is a Know.

Unshakableness does not come from rigidity, but rather from said 

lack of definition.

It keeps You OPEN. 

______________

Creation runs deep and it’s dense.

A lot of tension to hold to be ‘down’ there.

*going deeper as a strategy to avoid the surface is NOT going deeper…it will only 

drown you. In Authenticity it is a natural transition into the losing of interest towards 

the surface, from having reached into the fascination within.

**Source as in your Essence, the core of You, NOT God or other outside perceived 

source of authority.



The Mistical Membership (The M) is the most accessible 
video content collection gathered throughout the years,  

with weekly new releases.

CLICK HERE   to get access now.

Mist is the most sensual obscurity…

it’s a light darkness

softly caressing your senses,

constantly challenging your perception.

It only reveals your very next act of creation,

while always leaving you wanting more

and keeping the tension alive.

Constantly morphing …

into what?

You decide.
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S-Ex, like any other potent Energy, it is a paradox: Sex and Self-Expression.

[Sex]

Sexual energy literally Creates life. 

In and of itself it is a paradox, since it’s giving birth through the opposites of 

Masculine and Feminine combining into one.

.

[Self-Expression]

Self-Expression is a disruptive energy.

Being You is so damn unique that it disrupts the ‘normal’. The ‘normal’ is defined 

by the majority or the predictably expected course of action.

So again, Sexual energy is Creative energy, while Self-Expression is disruptive* 

energy. 

They live through each other, as only when what IS is being disrupted, can there 

be anew birthed into Creation (...and each Creation shakes the status quo into 

disruption).

Living in Self-Expression is lovemaking (S-Ex) with life.

Just as the arousal by another makes you wanna have sex with them, so does the 

arousal by your own Self makes you wanna Create, which is the equivalent of 

having sex with your own Essence.

Why S-Ex Addict Magazine?

*disruptive, as opposed to Creative, has no absolute version of itself energetically, that is why it is not 

written with capital “D”.

S-Ex Addict Magazine. 
Subscribe to this annual magazine to keep the paradox of Self-Expression alive.

CLICK HERE   

Magazine.
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Lost in the orgasmic pleasures of my Essence.

https://uniqueartem.studio/magazine.html


Chaos Artistry.

Once you have awakened the Senses to perceive the Dark, it is time to learn how to translate them into the Light. 
Energetic attuning to your most potent form of Expression.
Chaos Artistry is the group program to deepen your connection to the Dark: synchronizing perception with Expression 
in developing your practical capacity to bring it into manifestation. And still hold the tension of it all.

An act of Creation is the opening of a portal (in the Dark) which directs energy 

into Creation, taking a certain form (into the Light). You are the one directing the 

energy, yet do NOT confuse it with forcing it.

Forcing is rigid from its attachment to a goal, to a certain expectation of how you 

want it to be / feel / look like. Forcing makes you closed off in so many ways, thus 

anything that comes out of it is energetically dead.

Directing energy is an OPENness that opens still. 

You are giving the flow of energy form through the openness of that portal. 

It’s kind of like sculpting. Or better yet, birthing. Actually, a combination of the two.

The Creation that you are birthing has its own life. Has its own Essence.

You, as the Creator, can hear it and your only integrity lies with said Essence. Not 

with you, not with your client or recipients. With the Artwork itself.

It speaks to You and it has chosen to come through You because of a certain resonance, 

thus its shape will be infused with your own Essence imprint, as Creation is the love-

making of two, which combine into one anew. 

Act of Creation.



Potent Creation comes from beyond imagination. 

It is the shaping of something out of your grasp. THAT is the main difference between 

relaying something that already is, like a copy from your imagination …anything 

in your imagination is a memory of the past, thus something already existent, and 

Creation, which is exaltion into new facets of Self. 

It’s an expansive experience.

It’s transformative.

To be able to reach beyond what you think you know, and what you think you want, 

into that Chaos where unbirthed Creation lies dormant, to live the surprise of what 

you shape into form every step of the process by moving forward into the Unknown, 

is to renounce the need for understanding. 

The need to make sense of thing.

The path of the mind.

Chaos is the Renouncing of Understanding.

That’s how Magick opens up to You, feeding you 
zest of aliveness.

Chaos...



One of the main conditionings that ruin artistic potency is the attachment to a final result. Even 

more so, the wanting of that final result right now. 

People and their impatience …always the slaves of time.  

The conditionings around time are just about as many as there are around money.

Mastery comes with a strong Sense of Time.

(And no, that does not mean to be good at respecting a schedule. Actually it has nothing to do with 

hours in the day, but with the concept of Time.)

Masterful Creators do not resist time, which is a reality of matter, but rather honor its delicious 

unraveling filled with tension of the progressive showcasing of each Now.

In the act of Creation there is a time to do, to not do, to admire, to observe, to shift course, to start 

over, to refine, to continue, to end. And a Creator who is Masterful in their Artistry Knows each 

timing.

There is no confusion. Even in not knowing there is Know. Because if you don’t know, it means 

you’re not supposed to …yet. Timing.

There is no mistake, as each word, brush stroke, movement, musical note, pinch of salt etc. has a 

role to play in the completion of the process, even if it may not seem present at the end.

There is no rush in doing, as not doing is just as important. Matter may need time to catch up in 

processing energetic shifts.

Precision in just about every aspect.

…and it is so damn easy to slip from genius to conditioning. So fast can you attach to one choice or 

another and string it along for just a bit too long.

And THAT is where constant attunement to Presence activates Discernment in the Now.

Taking Ownership of one choice after another until the last one.

Mastery comes in Knowing when to end.

Birthed.

And set it free.

Artistry. Timing with Mastery.

Artistry.
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Aries – Enhancer 

Taurus – Alchemist 

Gemini – Influencer 

Cancer – Lover

Leo – Emitter

Virgo – Disruptor 

Libra – Equalizer 

Scorpio – Transmuter 

Sagittarius – Oracle 

Capricorn – Manipulator 

Aquarius – Specialist 

Pisces – Conjurer 

___ The energetic shock that can potentiate anything. 

___ Capacity to inSTILL luxury to the apparently mundane. 

___ Wide reach of charisma and mesmerizing charm.

___ Candid caress into one’s FEEL, refining the capacity of Love.

___ The Creator that easily wields energy. 

___ The misunderstood capacity of utmost ACCEPTANCE.

___ Taking the encompassing of ‘extremes’ to a work of Art.

___ Fickle playfulness with a shapeshifting kick to it.

___ Adventurous fast paced exaltion of Know.

___ Potent Presence that oozes Authority.

___ Unique in its far out of any assumptive way of Expression.

___ The everythingness beyond imagination coming into matter.

Astrology as Art.

Astrological Potency Activation.
The translation of your Essence and its unique way of Expression through planetary 
placement in your birth chart and current transits.

For more on Astrology as Art    CLICK HERE.

Activation.
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When astrology shifts from being a science with regurgitated 

information about the ‘good’ and ‘bad’ in your chart, to ALIVE content 

about the unique subtleties of your Essence within your chart (regardless 

of how it looks like), that is when it becomes Art.

There are no ‘good’ and ‘bad’ signs / planets; not even more or less 

fortunate. Just the ones whose main energetic nuance is highly resisted, 

thus making them be defined in society by their conditioning (low 

expression of self) in which they easily fall into.

Based on their natural interaction with the energies they encounter, the 

twelve zodiac signs have the following auras*:

* this does NOT necessarily apply to your Sun sign, but rather the dominant zodiac energy based on your 

planetary placement in your natal chart.

Get an Astrological Potency Activation to know which that is specifically for you.
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Residual words, embedded with conditioning, which have been upscaled to icon concepts 

in current society …and their Absolute, High Expression counterparts.

Contrast are what create life, yet people see extremes as a bad thing and so the answer 

seems to be “balance”.

When you think “balance”, what comes to mind?

A scale, carefully trying to keep it balanced ...adding a bit more on one side, tilts it too 

much...adding some more on to the other, to counter....and so on, until you finally find the 

balance. Then try to keep it unshaken.

Maybe a circus performer comes to mind .....carefully walking on the thread, trying not 

to slip.

Everything balance, has something in common: “carefully”.

Balance is about being cautious to get your balance or keep it in order to not ....(fill in the 

blanks). 

It’s egg shell walking.

In one way or another, if you don’t ‘do it right’ and keep your balance, you fall (fuck up 

would be the more dramatic depiction).

There is an expectation attached to it, there is this middle ground you choose, and if you 

are not on it, it’s wrong, you are failing.

When there is a right path, it is inevitable for there to be a wrong one (the duality of life).

In Power there is no falling. There is no failing.

In Power there is no such ‘being careful’ preventful type of energy.

There is no one path you should be on.

And here’s the most important part…..

There is no one extreme and the other, it’s both and everything in between at the same 

fucking time. (Complicated to mentally grasp.)

Yes.

The non-conditioned energetic translation of what “balance” wants to be is PARADOX.

Balance – Paradox.

Energetic Dictionary.



The next level Energetic Portrayal is a showcase of Paradox 
Beauty all the way. Not only in its representation of the unique 
contrasts within You, but also by the weaving of digital artwork 
and custom handmade artisanal frame to go with it.

Dual Essence.

We are walking clusters of paradoxes.

Dual Essence Portrayal is the visual representation of 

them… of You.

See the obvious,

what is lit into the shine of day,

yet only when you look beyond that,

into the pitch dark of the night,

in the emptiness,

you actually get to See the whole.

Adapt what your vision is,

how to See into the unseen;

refine your senses

to read in between them

and tap into the Knowingness of

Who. You. Are.

Unveil the paradox of You

by getting it visually represented into a

Dual Essence Portrayal.



Dual EssencePortrayal.

The very first of its kind: Dual Essence Ptrayal of mySelf.

Sense into the wave beneath itself, under the 
surface foam.



One of the best examples I’ve heard is the following: imagine yourself sitting ….like 

right now at the computer, reading this article. Now, imagine you want to stand up. 

Do you need to believe that you can if you already know you can? 

NO. 

You would only ‘try to believe’, when there’s a resistance involved. So believing is 

actually an attachment to a desired outcome, which has resistance that you don’t 

want to let go of (probably one you’re not even aware of).

Knowingness (capital K) is completely detached. 

It just IS. 

There is no trying. 

There is no taking sides, EVEN when there’s a Know of a choice to be made. It is so 

energetically clean. Strong, yet subtle in the same time.

Knowingness is something that you release yourself into, not force upon you because 

of mere wanting.

One HUGELY important mention. Knowingness is Truth. Yet what you are physically 

experiencing right now is NOT necessarily Truth, but it is real.

If you look at the definition of the word “HOPE”, you get the following:

 1. a feeling of expectation and desire for a particular thing to happen.

 2. [archaic] a feeling of trust.

It is fascinating to me, to see how the meaning of this word has evolved in such a 

way, that those above definitions are basically opposing. 

“Trust” (simple, with nothing added after it) vs “expectation of a certain thing to 

happen”.

Let’s be honest here, when thinking of “hope”, you get into this energy of wanting to 

believe something that you don’t really. ….oh, just how intertwined with “believing” 

this word is.

Hope is wishful thinking.

Hope is a lie that you want to believe. That you want to be true.

That makes you attach to it, thus making you not be connected to Truth, but rather 

the expectation that you cling on to and argument it as being this pious concept 

named “hope”.

There is no hope in Sovereignty.

Hope is living in the future, Sovereignty is in the NOW.

So, whatever you are hoping for, ask yourself why are you wanting that reality so 

much and what insecurities are hidden underneath it? Address those. Take action on 

them NOW and Trust whatever the fallout of that action is.

The energetic Absolute counterpart of “hope” is (its initial meaning) TRUST.

…with the mention: Trust, the absolute kind, not the trust in something in particular. 

Trust in what IS.

It is basically a Trust in You, in your energetic field, as THAT is what is showcased 

into what you call reality. A Trust in the Sovereignty of You, regardless of any 

circumstances. Non-conditioned completely. 

Believing – Knowing.

Hope – Trust.

Energetic Dictionary.



Rebels tend to be fueled by the need for freedom and that is why they seem like such badasses 

for standing against the rules and conventions. 

YET, rebellion has resistance at its core and it is actually rooted in victim mentality. The rebel 

is resisting and forwardly opposing what is. It’s in a fighting state against the limitations 

that seem to be forced upon him/her, which makes it a victim to those very limitations. 

The rebel is the victim of rules and constantly gives its power away to them. Funny, because 

it seems to do the exact opposite of the intended result. (That’s what happens with actions 

rooted in resistance.)

Freedom on the other hand, may seem similar in defying rules, yet the person living freely 

in Self-Expression, simply does not care about them. They may follow the rules, they may 

not, but what they do, or don’t do has nothing to do with the rules and everything to do with 

Expressing its own Unique Self.

That’s it. 

No fighting.

No opposing. 

No proving of right or wrong. 

Freedom is NOT opposition to limitations*, but rather acting independently from them. 

Actually, P.S. one CORE aspect of freedom: it does not resist what is. EVEN when seemingly 

‘having’ to follow certain rules:

 1. It knows that it always has the Power to choose not to, yet...

 2. It is NOT afraid to follow the rules. Because following the rules does not make him/

her any less Sovereign. Following the rules or not does not take away from the fascinating 

play of life.

Rebellion – Freedom.

* limitations are just a matter of perception. Freedom is realizing the very illusion of the concept of limitation and 

choosing from that space. They don’t exist in Truth.
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Self-Expression is living your 
own poetry.

Words are energy and they have a frequency of their own. 

Yet, the most dominant vibration of any word is that of its spell-caster 

at any given point in time. Thus, a word’s inherent frequency can be 

muffled by conditioning, or enhanced by a Wordsmith.

Wordsmith is the one that has an acute sense of synchronicity between 

energy and its corresponding translating into words.

The one whose main Expression of Self is translated through written or 

spoken words.

A Wordsmith is the one who truly casts Spells in their precision of word 

choices, as well as their Masterful embedding of Essence within those 

phrases, to ultimately Create energetic poetry with potency that has a life 

of its own.
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“Wordsmith Mastery” 
~ coming soon
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Erotic Poetry.
You knock on the door.

I open.

Plump breasts with aroused nipples

make themselves noticed through the delicate fabric of

my soft and fluttery tank top.

I can sense them tingling at the sight of you.

…or better said, the presence of you.

You are beautiful.

It is a hot day.

You, and me both, are kind of sweaty…

our own fragrance literally oozing through our pores

calling us to each other.

I just love to let loose into the smell of You.

You are so savourous.

You smile. Crookedly sexy smirk

and those slightly squinted eyes, whose hunger for me

I can notice even from behind the glasses.

Just one step closer to me

and my body shivers to the intensity of You.

You are just so penetrative. 

As close as we are, I can feel your breath…

it is my own cool breeze on the insatiable heat

radiating from your body. Or from mine?

When you say my name …

it is the final caress that makes my vagina pulsing and 

wet.

You are so damn erotic in just being You.

________________

And all of this without even having touched… 

~ 12th of July 2021



You are the Essence that turns me inside out.

The depths within me that you manage to rummage,

bring forth the most potent sensations

that I do not understand, nor do I want to.

That I cannot control, nor do I want to.

Does that scare me? 

Yes. 

In a thrillingly fascinating way,

where I let loose completely into the

merging of us two.

Getting dangerously close to you.

I want to crawl my hands underneath your shirt

and all over your chest and back.

Pulling you in even tighter.

Just let my sharp nails caress your sensually firm skin.

Lick you slightly on the lower lip …

you know I am such a tease.

Even bite you quite a bit.

Rising myself up on my toes to get closer still to your cheek,

inhaling all of your scent into me.

Kissing you innocently right above the edge of your beard.

Oh, your beard …how I love shoving my finger in it to play…

Heading towards your ear 

while slightly rubbing my face against yours,

licking your inner top part and making my way down

to nibbling on your ear lobe 

and assertively whispering in desire:

“I want You Now. All of You.”

…. 

~ 12th of July 2021

~ 12th of July 2021



Those delicate women days.

Delicate as in high in sensory experiences.

Arousing to mere sight …and smell.

Journeys within the deepest abys of Self

while fully Expressed outward through one’s body.

Body… 

squirming in painful pleasure,

trembling from its every cell,

leaking into streams of bloody passion.

Red poison for those in fear.

Sensual liquor for the ones who dare its taste. 

_____________

You.

As the Man that you are, you Feel all that,

You Know all that.

…and want to join the experience yourself.

You want to potentiate its ravishness.

Get me all naked, raw to my core

and just watch me. 

Intensely.

The contrast of my delicacy upon your Sovereign stance over me

has quite the full taste of tension.

I stay still in it.

I stay still into You.

Your sex, serpent of pleasure

feeds on arousal. Feeds on my liquid Essence.

It wants in.

You coil all around me and

in your vigorous hold, I totally give in

and let myself be savored.

Eaten completely.

You penetrate me all the way.

Feel into the dense of dark and juicy embrace

of your manhood.

Pulsing.

With you.

Feel strangulated in bursts of rapture,

yet have never been more Free.

Free in Yourself.

Free in the Experience.

Free in your tasting of Me.

We meet in the embrace of our Essence,

holding so tight onto one another

and letting completely go of our own selves

to transcend into the Paradox

of lovemaking. 

~ 15th of July 2021



Marriage.

We are gathered here today

to mark the synergy of two Essences

and its Expression into the ritual of Marriage.

The choosing of arousing each other’s fascination,

the savouring of each other’s Energy

and letting it exude out of us in the experience of Now.

_________________

It is not about commitment,

but rather the Knowingness of You being Mine,

and I being Yours,

even if it seems like an energetical impossibility. 

It is not about equality,

because we know that is a boring human concept;

the uniqueness in our Essence clashing into

the most beautiful paradoxes

is what creates the poetry of our relationship.

It is not about respect. 

As the Sovereign beings that we are,

respect, or lack there of is not a thing.

We See each other in all of our majesticness. 

It is not about understanding,

as that is a limited perception of the mind;

but rather the depth one can FEEL into,

when Opening up to experiencing one another.

It is not about trusting each other,

or honesty in the societal understanding,

as we already have Trust in our own Selves,

Honesty is the only language we speak.

Honesty within ourselves, which automatically

exudes on the outside.

_____________

Planning together for the rest of our lives?

No.

Fully being into the orgasm of this moment, of

saying Yes to the Wholeness of You,

to the Energy that you are Now,

and all of its unfoldings to come.

…or not.

May we birth together a new Expression of Self

Now …and Now

…and Now.

~ 22nd of July 2021

I can only be mine, yet I will let 
myself be yours.
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I am a Self-Expression Artisan.
I specialize in Sensing energy, tapping into Essence and translating it into Visual 
and Written Artform. I also activate Self-Expression into others through different 

types of Mentorship. 

.

.

.
The services that I offer are mainly devised in two categories:

into the Light, which require no prior dabbling into energetics.
into the Dark, which are highly selective offers for those who have 

surpassed the surface of the Light.
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Lightinto the

Darkinto the

The coming into Expression of your business.*

Go to Wall of Masterclasses.

Astrology interpretation of Essence having your natal 

chart as base.*

Click here for more on Astrology as Art.

Free Self-Expression visual and written content. 

Subscribe.

“Beneath the Mirror Surface” coming next.

All my energetic introductory content in one place with weekly updates.

 Join here.

Live Masterclass, which is the 1st step into your Dark.

Group program. 2nd step into the Dark.

3rd step into the Dark. 

~ coming soon.

Custom Expression of You in Artform.*

Masterclasses.

Realm Creation.

S-Ex Addict Magazine.

Magick: Initiation into Dark Senses.

The Mistical Membership.

1-1 Mentorship.

Astrology Reading.

Dual Essence 
Portrayal.

Exhibition.

Branding.

Chaos Artistry.

* done for you.

*Interactive magazine.

Click on any of the services to get more info, 

subscribe or purchase. 

For the unclickable, contact info is on the next page.

https://uniqueartem.studio/lounge.html
https://www.facebook.com/groups/astrologyasart
https://uniqueartem.studio/magazine.html
https://uniqueartem.studio/


Contact.
Contact me for any kind of collaboration, even outuside the services I 

already have available.

via email: em@uniqueartem.studio

or

© 2022. uniqueartem.studio

“Paradox of Self-Expression”

https://uniqueartem.studio/
https://www.facebook.com/emanuela.dadarlat/
https://www.instagram.com/uniqueartem.studio/
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